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NEW YORK, April 13...Twenty young men and women from the Federal Republic of Germany

will spend two weeks in the United States visiting Jewish homes and institutions,

meeting with Jewish leaders and young people, and learning about American Jewish

communal, religious, and cultural life. Most of the 20 are non-Jewish and were born

after the end of World War II.

The tour will begin April 18 and end May 1. It is part of a two-year-old exchange

program, sponsored jointly by the American Jewish Committee and the Konrad Adenauer

Foundation, under which young leaders from each nation visit each others' countries.

Explaining the purposes of the program, Richard L. Weiss of Los Angeles, AJC

National Chairman of the German-American Jewish Young Leadership Exchange Program,

said that it was "designed to provide non-Jewish groups from the Federal Republic of

Germany with insights into the American Jewish community's position in the United

States, and to provide young leaders of the American Jewish community with an objective

view of the 'New Germany,1 in order that the groups could develop an understanding

of each other's cultural, socioeconomic, and political life."

The forthcoming visit, Mr. Weiss added, will "emphasize the United States as

a democratic, pluralistic society in which the Jewish experience can be viewed as a

microcosm of the way ethnic groups have flourished in America."

Participants in this spring's mission will visit New York, Washington, Chicago,

and Los Angeles. In New York the focus of most of the group's visits and meetings

will be on Jewish history, demography, religious diversity, and socioeconomic patterns,

while in Washington the stress will be on "Jews and the Political System," in Chicago

on "Jews and Ethnics," and in Los Angeles on "The Federation Experience." Highlights

of the four-city tour will include:
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# Visit to Ellis Island and tour of New York City's Lower East Side.

# Meeting and lunch on Capitol Hill with Jewish Congressmen.

# Visit and discussion with Elliott Abrams, Assistant Secretary of State

for Human Rights.

# Session with the Director of Catholic-Jewish Relations for the

U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops.

# Services at a reform temple and a conservative synagogue.

# Session with the diplomatic staff of the West German Embassy.

# Visit to the Leo Baeck Institute and the Jewish Museum in New York.

# Session with representatives of Chicago ethnic groups on the

interaction of ethnic interests and government.

# Visit to the Jewish Federation Council in Los Angeles, the School

of Jewish Communal Service, and the University of Judaism.

# Meeting with the Organization of Second Generation Holocaust Survivors.

In addition, the group will have Sabbath dinners and home hospitality with

AJC leaders and members; meet with members of AJC and other Jewish organizations;

meet with young Jewish community leaders, including those who have participated in

or are to participate in the German-American exchange program; dine at a kosher

restaurant; sightsee; and take part in panel discussions on various aspects of

American Jewish life.

This spring's tour will be of the second exchange group to come to the United

States. In June, a second group of young Americans will travel to West Germany.

The Konrad Adenauer Foundation is a major West German research and educational

foundation.

Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer human

relations organization. It combats bigotry, protects the civil and religious rights

of Jews at home and abroad, and seeks improved human relations for all people everywhere.
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